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This fully updated edition offers over 120,000 words, phrases, and definitions. It covers all the words

you need for everyday use, carefully selected from the evidence of the Oxford English Corpus, a

databank of 21st century English, containing over 2 billion words.The Factfinder centre section

gives quick-reference entries on topics including famous people, countries, and science.Discover

more on oxforddictionaries.com, Oxford's hub for dictionaries and language reference.
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Complete dictionary and reference volume all rolled into one, at a splendidly low price. It includes all

the words you will ever need for ordinary everyday use set out in the easy-to-use typography for

which Oxford dictionaries are famous. * Writers Online * [The] quick-reference English dictionary in

a new paperback edition from Oxford is fully revised and excellent value for money ... [It is] ideal for

quizzes and puzzle-solving. * Suite 101 *

This dictionary is compiled by Oxford Dictionaries.

Coming from someone who likes words and has the ability to find pleasure from just opening the

dictionary or thesaurus and reading it for relaxation, it is a great dictionary. Furthermore, it's for the

person who wants a nice, hefty dictionary that actually has EVERY word that you'd need. I found it a

champion for those words that you pass in everyday life and just pinch you to walk over to the shelf

to look them up. This dictionary is also very easy to understand, it's authoritative, direct and



resolute. Oxford truly does provde the concrete foundation of the english language. Be warned that

it is not huge in size--if that matters, but it is FULL of words in a small space with MEDIUM print size

that is clear and bold.In short, don't be fooled by its marketing as a paperback, it's CHEEPER than a

forty dollar oldie that taxes you your verticle space, and suits people with poor sight.

Does not contain all the words. Has an annoying middle section with "facts" that dont belong in a

dictionary but shld be in an encyclopedia. Not user friendly at all

My favorite go to dictionary to date. I'm not one to buy the latest editions unless I find something

lacking in the old ones. So far I haven't come up with words I couldn't find, Oxford gives you good

easy to understand definitions and I keep it beside me when I'm reading. I'm a nerdy bookworm and

its frustrating when I come to a word I dont know while reading. Many folks today use online search

engines and thats good and all, but I like a good old fashioned dictionary nothing beats it and I

recommend this one

I love new dictionaries. My son-in-law needed a small one for his truck and I gave him my old

one.Actually only maybe 5-6 years old. That way I could buy a newer one. This one is very nice,

easy to read and larger than the ones I have had before.

Just what I was looking for as I read the English mysteries. Besides the dictionary there are several

other useful topics.

turns out that if you live in the U.S. (which I do), the OED is not exactly the book you need,

especially for scrabble. Get the American english version!

This is good, I love words so it helps with crosswords.

This was a great buy, Very up to date dcitionary. I'm able to read the print just fine. If your looking

for a dictionary for whatever reason, this is a good one that'll get the job done.
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